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Abstract. Chaum’s Dining Cryptographers protocol crystallises the essentials of security just as other famous diners once captured deadlock
and livelock: it is a benchmark for security models and their associated
verification methods.
Here we give a correctness proof of the Cryptographers in a new style,
one in which stepwise refinement plays a prominent role. Furthermore,
our proof applies to arbitrarily many Diners: to our knowledge we are
only the second group to have done that.
The proof is based on the Shadow Security Model which integrates noninterference and program refinement: with it, we try to make a case
that stepwise development of security protocols is not only possible but
actually is quite a good idea. It benefits from more than three decades’
of experience of how layers of abstraction can both simplify the design
process and make its outcomes more likely to be correct.
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Introduction: refinement of security properties

Program development by stepwise refinement [32] is widely accepted as a good
idea in theory, but it is often a late arrival in practice. Indeed, with some notable
exceptions [1, 5] most current approaches and tools for correctness concentrate
on proving 3 that a single system has certain desirable properties, whereas a
refinement-based approach would rather prove that one (real, i.e. implementation) system had all the desirable properties of another (ideal, i.e. specification)
system.
As an example, we note the frequent claims that downgrading is a challenging
issue in the non-interference model of security [12]. For example, in that model
a program is secure if observation of its “low-security” visible outputs does not
reveal anything about its “high-security” hidden inputs; thus in the context
of visible integer variables v and hidden h the program v:= 0×h is secure but
v:= 1×h is not. As an intermediate option there is the program v:= h ÷ 2 that
3

We include model checking as a form of proving, at this informal level.

“downgrades” the security, revealing in this case most bits of v but not all, yet
it is not considered to be “intermediately” secure: like v:= 1×h, it is considered
(simply) insecure.
Now in a real system we might find the code
v:= 0; while v+2 ≤ h do hsend two bytesi; v:= v+2 end ,

(1)

in which v counts the number of bytes sent, ensuring no more than h can be
sent overall. If the sent messages are observed and counted, then this program
also reveals –to anyone aware of the source code– all but the low-order bit of h.
Like v:= h ÷ 2 above, it is considered insecure in the non-interference model.
Downgrading is inescapable in practice, and it is to reason about it effectively
–in spite of the black-or-white judgement of the original non-interference model–
that downgrading extensions to that model are introduced [7, 19] in which one
can express, by annotations of the code, the information leaks that are to be
considered acceptable. The proof of correctness is then relative to those annotations.
But there is an alternative to concentrating on downgrading exclusively: instead we concentrate on refinement, with downgrading then a special case. With
this approach we would describe a downgrading policy for the loop of (1) as a
refinement, saying that
v:= 2(h÷2)

v

v:= 0; while v+2 ≤ h do hsend i; v:= v+2 end ,

(2)

i.e. that the lhs “is refined by” the rhs and meaning that the desirable properties
of the specification on the left –including its not revealing h’s low-order bit– are
shared by its implementation on the right. The downgrading aspect is that the
rhs can indeed reveal the higher-order bits of h — because the lhs does just that.
We feel that a refinement-based approach has many advantages, demonstrated
over the years by its success generally (where it has after all been adopted). In
this particular case, for example, using it would mean that we require neither
annotations nor an explicit notion of downgrading.
Integrating refinement and security is exactly what we do here: we make (2)
precise by giving an appropriately extended definition of refinement, one which
is “security aware.” It is explained below (and earlier [23, 25]). In doing so we
join a small number of other researchers –from the large security community–
who have similar aims [20, 2, 9]; we compare our work with theirs in Sec. 9. Some
conspicuous aspects of our approach are as follows.
Refinement is complementary to abstraction, and abstraction can be viewed
in turn as demonic nondeterministic choice resolved at design-time; but it is well
known that there are conceptual benefits to conflating abstraction with run-time
demonic choice [8, 4, 16, 21] and so it is natural to include demonic choice in our
security model in both the design- and run-time senses. Where this has been
done by others, in some cases the non-interference model has been extended so
that the “full range of nondeterminism” of the hidden variables must not be

dependent on visible variables’ observed values, but the nondeterminism cannot
subsequently be reduced as refinement would ordinarily allow [18, 30]; and in
other cases the requirement has been imposed that –while nondeterminism is
allowed in the model– in the final implementation program there must be none
of it remaining [29]. One aspect of our work is that, in contrast, we include
both features: nondeterminism can be reduced; and some of it can remain in the
implementation. This requires careful treatment of hidden- vs. visible nondeterminism, and is how we solved the Refinement Paradox [22, 17].
A second aspect is that our notion of adversary is quite strong: we allow
perfect recall [11], that intermediate values of visible variables can be observed
even if they subsequently are overwritten; and we allow an attacker’s observation
of control flow, that conditionals’ Booleans expressions are (implicitly) leaked.
We assume also that the program code is known. Doing all this effectively, while
avoiding an infinite regress to attacks at the level of quarks, requires explicit
treatment of atomicity at some point. We define that.
The reason for the strong adversary is that refinements must be effective
locally: refinement of a small fragment in a large program must refine the whole
program even if the refinement was proved only for the fragment. This is monotonicity — and without it no scaled-up development is possible. Since for some
fresh local visible variable v 0 it is a refinement to insert assignment v 0 := v willynilly at almost any place in a program, we must live with the fact that v’s value
at that point will possibly be preserved (in some local v 0 ) in spite of v’s subsequent overwriting: that is, although the unfortunate v 0 := v might not be there
“now,” one developer must accept that a second developer in some other building might put it there “later” without asking. After all, if it’s a refinement (and
it is) then he doesn’t need to ask.
Rather than make refinements unworkable, rather the strong-adversary assumptions make them more applicable. Distributed protocols (such as the Dining Cryptographers) can be treated as single “sequential” programs because the
information hiding normally implied by non-interference’s end-to-end analysis
does not apply. Indeed, if it did, the sequential formulation would seem to be
hiding the transfer of messages and the interleaving of concurrent threads, and
that would make it unsound. For example, if Agent A executes v:= h and Agent
B then executes v:= 0 we can analyse this as the single sequential program
v:= h; v:= 0 without having accidentally (and incorrectly) ignored the fact that
A can observe v (and hence learn h) before B’s thread has begun the execution
that would overwrite it.
A third aspect of our approach is that we concentrate on algebraic reasoning
for proving refinement: although we do have both an operational model (Sec. 2)
and a language of logical assertions (Sec. 3) for refinement-based security, we use
those mainly for proving schematic program-fragment -equalities and refinements
(Sec. 4). Those schemes, rather than the logic or the model, are then what is used
in the derivation of specific programs. For this we need a program-level indication
of information escape, analogous to the way in which the assert statement can
embed Hoare-Logic pre- and post-conditions within program code [15, 21, 33].

This is our reveal E statement that publishes E’s value for all to read, but does
not change any program variable: its purpose is to bring an extra expressivity
that helps formulate general algebraic (in)equalities. Since functionally it acts as
skip on program variables (having no effect at all), but wrt secrecy it does not
act as skip (it releases information but skip does not), its behaviour considered
alone will capture much of the flavour of what we intend to do.
Section 2 gives our relational-style operational model; Section 3 describes a
corresponding modal logic based on the logic of knowledge; and Section 4 introduces our program algebra. Sections 5–8 demonstrate the approach on examples
of increasing complexity.
Throughout we use left-associating dot for function application, so that f.x.y
means (f (x))(y) or f (x, y), and comprehensions/quantifications are written uniformly, as(Qx: T | R · E) for quantifier Q, bound variable(s) x of type(s) T ,
range predicate R (probably) constraining x and element-constructor E in which
x (probably) appears free. For sets the opening “(Q” is “{” and the closing “)” is
“}” so that e.g. the comprehension {x, y: N | y = x2 · z + y} is the set of all natural numbers that exceed z by a perfect square exactly, that is {z, z+1, z+4, · · ·}.

2
2.1

The Shadow model of security
Introduction; non-interference; logic of knowledge

Our operational model is loosely based on non-interference [12] and on the Kripke
structures associated with the (modal) Logic of Knowledge [11]: it extends the
former with concepts of the latter, and is targetted specifically at development of
secure programs (in its terms) via a process of stepwise refinement. The “shadow”
of the title refers to an extra semantic component that tracks a postulated attacker’s inferred knowledge, or ignorance, of hidden (high-security) variables.
The non-interference approach (in its simplest form) partitions variables into
high-security- and low-security classes: we call them hidden and visible respectively. A “non-interference -secure” program then prevents an attacker’s inferring
hidden variables’ initial values from initial and/or final visible variables’ values.
Assuming for simplicity just two variables v, h of class visible, hidden resp. we
consider in this simple approach a possibly nondeterministic program r that
takes initial states (v, h) to sets of final visible states v 0 and is thus of type
V → H → PV, where V, H are the value sets corresponding to the types of v, h
respectively; note that we are ignoring final hidden values at this point. Such a
program r is non-interference -secure just when for any initial visible value the
set of possible final visible values is independent of the initial hidden value [18,
30, 26]:

∀v: V; h0 , h1 : H · r.v.h0 = r.v.h1 .
Our first extension of the simple approach is to concentrate on final- (rather
than initial) hidden values and therefore model programs by the slightly more
elaborate type V → H → P(V × H). For two such programs r{1,2} we say that
r1 v r2 , that r1 “is (securely) refined by” r2 , just when the following both hold:

(i) For any initial state v, h each possible r2 outcome is also a possible r1
outcome, that is
∀v: V; h: H · r1 .v.h ⊇ r2 .v.h
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This is the normal “can reduce nondeterminism” form of refinement, i.e.
it is the classical form.
(ii) For any initial state v, h and final state v 0 possible for r2 (i.e. for which
there exists a compatible h02 ), each h01 that r1 can produce with that v, v 0
can also be produced by r2 with that same v, v 0 , that is


∀v, v 0 : V; h, h01 , h02 : H ·

(v 0 , h02 ) ∈ r2 .v.h ∧ (v 0 , h01 ) ∈ r1 .v.h
⇒ (v 0 , h01 ) ∈ r2 .v.h


.

This second condition says that for any particular visible final v 0 the attacker’s “ignorance” of h0 ’s compatible with that v 0 cannot be decreased by
the refinement from r1 to r2 : whenever we must consider out of ignorance
that some h01 is possible for r1 , we must be forced to consider that same
h01 to be possible for r2 as well. This extended “secure” refinement is thus
more restrictive than the classical.
In fact, in this moderately extended approach, the two conditions (i), (ii) together
do not allow ignorance strictly to increase: refinement then boils down to a simple
policy of allowing decrease of nondeterminism in v but not in h. But strict
increase of hidden nondeterminism will be possible (3) in the more ambitious
approach we introduce below.
As an example of the above we restrict all our variables’ types so that V =
H = {0, 1}, and we let r1 be the maximally nondeterministic program that can
produce from any initial values (v, h) any one of the four possible (v 0 , h0 ) final
values in V × H. Then the program r2 that produces only the two final values
in {(0, 0), (0, 1)} is a refinement of r1 that strictly reduces nondeterminism in v
but not in h, and is (therefore) still secure. But the program r20 that produces
only the two final values in {(0, 0), (1, 1)} is not a secure refinement, because it
reduces nondeterminism in h (as well).
Thus r1 allows any behaviour, and r2 simply reduces the nondeterminism
by limiting its outputs to v 0 =0 only; but, even with the limited outputs, an
attacker of r2 can gain no more knowledge of h0 ’s value than it would have had
from attacking r1 instead. So r1 v r2 . An attacker of r20 however can deduce h0 ’s
value from having seen v 0 ’s, since the program guarantees they will be equal.
Since that attack is not possible on r1 , we have r1 6v r20 .
4

Some researchers [2] do not consider the final h here: for our purposes that would
make our program operators non-monotonic for refinement (thus a failure of compositionality). That is, if for hidden h the assignments h:= 0 and h:= 1 are the same,
then for visible v the compositions h:= 0; v:= h and h:= 1; v:= h should not be different.

2.2

The Shadow of h

In r1 above, when the final value v 0 was 0 the corresponding set of associated
possible values of h0 was {0, 1}. This set {0, 1} is called “The Shadow,” and
represents explicitly an attacker’s ignorance of the hidden variables’ values. In
r2 that shadow was the same (for v 0 = 0); but in r20 the shadow was smaller,
and that is why we don’t consider r20 to be a refinement of r1 as far as security
is concerned.
In the shadow semantics we model this explicit ignorance-set, so that our final
program state is extended to a triple (v 0 , h0 , H 0 ) with H 0 a subset of H — in each
triple the H 0 contains exactly those (other) values that h0 might have had. The
(extended) output-triples of the three example programs are then respectively
r1 — {(0, 0, {0, 1}), (0, 1, {0, 1}), (1, 0, {0, 1}), (1, 1, {0, 1})}
r2 — {(0, 0, {0, 1}), (0, 1, {0, 1})}
r20 — {(0, 0, {0}), (1, 1, {1})} ,
and we can see r1 v r2 because r1 ’s set of outcomes includes all of r2 ’s. But e.g.
the outcome (0, 0, {0}) of r20 does not occur among r1 ’s outcomes, nor is there
even an r1 -outcome (0, 0, H 0 ) with H 0 ⊆ {0} that would satisfy (ii). That is why
we say that r1 6v r20 for security.
Now –the final enhancement– for sequential composition of shadow-enhanced
programs also initial triples (v, h, H) must be dealt with, since the final triples
of a first component become initial triples for the second. We therefore define
the full shadow semantics, in the next subsection, by showing how those triples
are related by program execution.
2.3

The Shadow semantics of atomic programs

A “non-shadow,” call it classical program r is effectively an input-output relation
between V × H -pairs. Its shadow version hri is a relation between V × H × PH
-triples and is defined as follows:
Definition 1. Atomicity Given a standard program r: V → H → P(V × H) we
define its atomic shadow version hri: V → H → PH → P(V × H × PH) so that
hri.v.h.H 3 (v 0 , h0 , H 0 ) just when
(i) we have both r.v.h 3 (v 0 , h0 )

(ii) and H 0 = {h0 : H | ∃h: H · r.v.h 3 (v 0 , h0 ) } .
The final shadow component is generated from the initial shadow component
and any nondeterminism present in the program.

As a first example, let the syntax x:∈ S denote the standard program that
chooses variable x’s value from a set S, which we assume to be non-empty. From
Def. 1 we have that
(i) A choice of visible v has no effect on h, H
because hv:∈ Si.v.h.H = {v 0 : S · (v 0 , h, H)}

, but

(ii) A choice of hidden h introduces ignorance
because hh:∈ Si.v.h.H = {h0 : S · (v, h0 , S)} and finally
(iii) An assignment of hidden to visible “collapses” any ignorance that might
be there
because hv:= hi.v.h.H = {(h, h, {h}} .
From (ii) and (iii) above we can therefore see that in the sequential composition
hh:∈ Si; hv:= hi the first statement introduces ignorance –we do not know h’s exact value “at the semicolon”– but the second statement then removes it because
we can deduce h’s value, at the end, by observing v. The composition as a whole
is nondeterministic, because v, h’s common final value is drawn arbitrarily from
S; but the nondeterminism is observable.
In general atomicity is not preserved by composition (indeed one expects it
not to be); but in many simple cases it is preserved.
Lemma 1. atomicity and composition Given two programs r{1,2} over v, h
we have hr1 ; r2 i = hr1 i; hr2 i just when v’s intermediate value, i.e. “at the semicolon,” can be deduced from its endpoint values, i.e. initial and final, possibly
in combination. The semicolon denotes relational composition in both cases, of
pairs on the left and of triples on the right.
Proof: Given in App. A.

In fact this lemma is more significant when its conditions are not met than
when they are. It means for example that we cannot conclude from Lem. 1 that
hv:= h; v:= 0i = hv:= hi; hv:= 0i, since on the left the intermediate value of v
cannot be deduced from its endpoint values: for h is not visible at the beginning
and v itself has been “erased” at the end. And indeed from Def. 1
(i) On the left we have hv:= h; v:= 0i.v.h.H = {(0, h, H)},
(ii) On the right we have (hv:= hi; hv:= 0i).v.h.H = {(0, h, {h})} .

whereas

This phenomenon is called perfect recall [11] –that v’s temporary receipt of
h is seen by an attacker even though it is subsequently overwritten– and it is
a feature (not a bug). It is due to our refinement-oriented point of view, as we
now explain.
2.4

Refinement vs. atomicity: Gedanken experiments

Perfect recall is necessary because refinement must be monotonic, i.e. (A) that
refinement of a program portion must refine the whole program; and we insist
additionally (B) that classical refinements involving v only must remain valid.
Both principles (A,B) are required in order to be able to develop large programs
via local reasoning over small portions.
For example, without perfect recall the overwriting of v would prevent program v:= h; v:∈ {0, 1} from revealing h. Yet from (B) we have v:∈ {0, 1} v v:= v;
and then from (A) we have (v:= h; v:∈ {0, 1}) v (v:= h; v:= v) — and it is a
contradiction of secure refinement that the lhs does not reveal h but the rhs
does. Thus the premise –that recall is not perfect– is false.

There is a similar experiment for conditionals: because (A,B) imply the refinement
if h=0 then v:∈ {0, 1} else v:∈ {0, 1} fi
v if h=0 then v:= 0
else v:= 1
fi ,
we must accept that the if-test reveals its outcome, in this case whether h=0
holds. And nondeterministic choice P1 u P2 is visible to the attacker because
each of the two branches P{1,2} can be refined separately in a similar way.
2.5

Declared atomicity

If there is a code fragment P that we know will be executed atomically at
runtime, we can write it hP i using the notation of Def. 1. This will however have
two consequences:
(i) At runtime the atomicity must be guaranteed for P ’s execution, and
(ii) At design-time only equality reasoning can be used within P .
With respect to (ii) we mean that P v P 0 does not allow us to conclude the
refinement hP ivhP 0 i. We can however conclude the equality hP i=hP 0 i from
P =P 0 .
2.6

Summary of semantics

The Shadow Semantics of a small imperative language is given in Fig. 1 for
non-looping constructs. The only non-traditional command is reveal that gives
the value of some expression to the attacker directly, but changes no program
variables; note it does change the shadow.
Refinement between programs is defined as follows:
Definition 2. Refinement For programs P{1,2} we say that P1 is refined by
P2 and write P1 v P2 just when for all v, h, H we have
(∀(v 0 , h0 , H20 ): [[P2 ]].v.h.H ·
∃H10 : PH | H10 ⊆ H20 ·

(v 0 , h0 , H10 ) ∈ [[P1 ]].v.h.H



) .

This means that for each initial triple (v, h, H) every final triple (v 0 , h0 , H20 )
produced by P2 must be “justified” by a triple (v 0 , h0 , H10 ), with equal or smaller
ignorance, produced by P1 . 5

For example, from Fig. 1 we have that [[h:= 0 u h:= 1]].v.h.H produces the
outome {(v, 0, {0}), (v, 1, {1})} whereas [[h:∈ {0, 1}]].v.h.H produces the outcome
{(v, 0, {0, 1}), (v, 1, {0, 1})}. Thus
h:= 0 u h:= 1
5

@

h:∈ {0, 1}

(3)

This is the Smyth Order [31] on sets of outcomes that is induced by the order
“(v, h, H1 ) v (v, h, H2 ) iff H1 ⊆ H2 ” on individual outcomes.

Publish a value

Assign to visible
Assign to hidden
Choose visible
Choose hidden

Sequential composition
Demonic choice

Conditional

Program P

Semantics [[P ]].v.h.H

reveal E.v.h

{ (v, h, {h0 : H | E.v.h0 = E.v.h}) }

v:= E.v.h
h:= E.v.h
v:∈ S.v.h
h:∈ S.v.h

{ (E.v.h, h, {h0 : H | E.v.h0 = E.v.h}) }
{ (v, E.v.h, {h0 : H · E.v.h0 }) }
{v 0 : S.v.h · (v 0 , h, {h0 : H | v 0 ∈ S.v.h0 }) }
{h0 : S.v.h · (v, h0 , {h0 : H; h00 : S.v.h0 · h00 }) }

P1 ; P2
P1 u P2

([[P1 ]]; [[P2 ]]).v.h.H
[[P1 ]].v.h.H ∪ [[P2 ]].v.h.H

if E.v.h then Pt else Pf fi

?
?
?
?

[[Pt ]].v.h.{h0 : H | E.v.h0 = true}
C E.v.h B
[[Pf ]].v.h.{h0 : H | E.v.h0 = false}

The commands P marked ? satisfy [[P ]] = h“classical semantics of P ” i, and we call
them the atomic commands, meaning semantically so. Note that reveal is therefore
not security-atomic, even though it is a syntactic atom.
Fig. 1. Semantics of non-looping commands

is an example of a strict refinement where the two commands differ only by a
strict increase of ignorance: they have equal nondeterminism functionally, but
in one case (u) it can be observed by the attacker and in the other case (:∈ ) it
cannot. For example the “more ignorant” triple (v, 0, {0, 1}) is strictly justified by
the “less ignorant” triple (v, 0, {0}), where we say “strictly” because {0} ⊂ {0, 1}.

3

The Logic of Ignorance

With the (v, h, H)-triple semantics of Sec. 2.6 comes an assertion logic over the
triples; it is based on the Logic of Knowledge and its interpretation over Kripke
structures [11]. We call it The Logic of Ignorance.
As in Hoare Logic for sequential programs [15] we interpret first-order predicate formulae over program states by making the program variables’ values act
as constants in the logic. To that we add a possibility modality so that P φ means
(roughly) that φ holds for some “possible” value h∈H rather than necessarily
for the actual current value of h, where φ is a classical formula. In fact we have
φ ⇒ P φ because a property of our semantics is that h∈H for all triples (v, h, H)
we consider: what is true must also be possible. In general however we do not
have P φ ⇒ φ, since what is possible is not necessarily true.
3.1

Interpretation of modal formulae

The assertion language contains function- (including constant-) and relation
symbols as needed, among which we distinguish the (program-variable) constant symbols visibles in some set V and hiddens in H; as well there are the

usual (logical) variable symbols in L over which we allow ∀, ∃ quantification.
The visibles, hiddens and variables are collectively the scalars X:= V ∪ H ∪ L
with V, H, L assumed disjoint.
A structure comprises a non-empty domain D of values, together with functions and relations over it that interpret the function- and relation symbols
mentioned above; within the structure we name the partial functions v, h that
interpret visibles and hiddens respectively; we write their types V →
7 D and
H→
7 D respectively (where the “crossbar” indicates the potential partiality of
the function). We don’t bother naming the interpretations of function- and relation symbols, as they do not vary from one program state to another.
A valuation is a partial function from scalars to D, thus typed X →
7 D; one
valuation w0 can override another w so that for scalar x we have that (w/w0 ).x
is w0 .x if w0 is defined at x and is w.x otherwise. The valuation x7→d is defined
only at variable x, where it takes value d.
A state (v, h, H) comprises a visible- v, hidden- h and shadow- part H; the
last, in P(H →
7 D), is a set of valuations over hiddens only. All the states that we
consider satisfy h∈H.
We define truth of Φ at (v, h, H) under valuation w by induction in the usual
style, writing (v, h, H), w |= Φ. For term t let [[t]].v.h.w be its value interpretation
determined inductively from the valuation v/h/w and the (implicit) interpretation of function symbols. Then our formula interpretation is as defined as in
Fig. 2 [11, pp. 79,81].
3.2

Shadow-sensitive Hoare-triples; revelations

As is normal, we say that {Φ}prog{Ψ } just when any initial state (v, h, H) |= Φ
can lead via [[prog]] only to final states (v0 , h0 , H0 ) |= Ψ ; typically Φ is called the
precondition and Ψ is called the postcondition.
We illustrate Shadow-sensitive Hoare-triples with the reveal E command:
we have for any classical φ that 6
{P (E=E0 ∧ φ)} reveal E {P φ} ,

where E0 is E with all its hidden variables 0-subscripted.

(4)

It is verified as follows:
(v, h, H) |= P (E=E0 ∧ φ)
and [[reveal E]].v.h.H 3 (v0 , h0 , H0 )
iff

“Fig. 2, for some b
h ∈ H and h0 = (h0 7→h.h)”

(v, b
h, H), (w/h0 ) |= E=E0 ∧ φ
and [[reveal E]].v.h.H 3 (v0 , h0 , H0 )
iff

6

(v, b
h, H), (w/h0 ) |= E=E0
b
and (v, h, H), (w/h0 ) |= φ
and [[reveal E]].v.h.H 3 (v0 , h0 , H0 )
We use upper case for modal formulae, and lower case for classical.

“Fig. 2”

– (v, h, H), w |= R.t1 . · · · .tK for relation symbol R and terms t{1···K} iff the tuple
([[t1 ]].v.h.w, · · · , [[tK ]].v.h.w) is an element of the interpretation of R in DK .
– (v, h, H), w |= t1 = t2 iff [[t1 ]].v.h.w = [[t2 ]].v.h.w.
– (v, h, H), w |= ¬Φ iff (v, h, H), w 6|= Φ.
– (v, h, H), w |= Φ
` 1 ∧ Φ2 ´iff (v, h, H), w |= Φ1 and (v, h, H), w |= Φ2 .
– (v, h, H), w |= ∀x · Φ iff (v, h, H), w/(x7→d) |= Φ for all d in D.
– (v, h, H), w |= P Φ iff (v, b
h, H), w |= Φ for some b
h in H.
We write just (v, h, H) |= Φ when w is empty, and |= Φ when (v, h, H) |= Φ for all (v, h, H)
with h∈H, and we take advantage of the usual “syntactic sugar” for other operators.
Thus for example we can show |= Φ ⇒ P Φ for all Φ, a fact which we mentioned earlier.
Similarly we can assume wlog that
` modalities are not´ nested, since we can remove
nestings via the validity |= P Φ ≡ ∃c · Φh←c ∧ P (h=c) .
As a convenience we allow 0-subscripted hidden variables (e.g. h0 ) within the modality
to refer to the actual rather than potential hidden value; for that we extend the last
clause above to read
– (v, h, H), w |= P Φ iff (v, b
h, H), w/(h0 7→h.h) |= Φ for some b
h in H.
Thus for example P (h=¬h0 ) means that whatever value Boolean h might have, we
must consider also its negation to be possible: we do not (cannot, if that formula
holds) know it exactly.
Fig. 2. Interpretation of Logic of Ignorance

iff

E.v.b
h = E.v.h
and (v, b
h, H), (w/h0 ) |= φ
and v0 =v ∧ h0 =h ∧ H0 ={h0 : H | E.v.h0 = E.v.h}

iff

b
h ∈ H0
“third line simplifies first; equalities”
0
0 b
and (v , h, H), (w/h0 ) |= φ
and v0 =v ∧ h0 =h ∧ H0 ={h0 : H | E.v.h0 = E.v.h}

iff

b
h ∈ H0
“classical φ has shadow-independent interpretation:
thus can replace H by H0 ”
h, H0 ), (w/h00 ) |= φ
and (v0 , b
0
0
0
0
0
and v =v ∧ h =h ∧ H ={h : H | E.v.h = E.v.h}

implies
iff

(v0 , b
h, H0 ), (w/h00 ) |= φ
(v0 , h0 , H0 ), w |= P φ .

“Fig. 2; Fig. 1”

“for some b
h ∈ H0 ”
“Fig. 2”

That was not a pretty calculation but, having done it once, we can use (4)
forever.
In fact the precondition in (4) is the weakest such with respect to postcondition P φ, and we thoroughly explore ignorance-based weakest preconditions

elsewhere [8, 23, 25]. Using that, we can give some examples of assertion-based
reasoning about revelations.
In the items below, let Ψ be the assertion P ((h mod 2 = h0 mod 2) ∧ h=3),
generated by (4) applied to reveal (h mod 2) {P (h=3)} , which we can simplify
as follows:
P ((h mod 2 = h0 mod 2) ∧ h=3)
= P ((3 mod 2 = h0 mod 2) ∧ h=3)
= P ((1 = h0 mod 2) ∧ h=3)
= (h mod 2)=1 ∧ P (h=3) ,
that is odd h ∧ P (h=3). With that we consider the following examples:
(i) Does h:∈ {1, 3}; reveal (h mod 2) establish P (h=3)?
Yes
Command h:∈ {1, 3} establishes both conjuncts of Ψ .
(ii) Does h:∈ {1, 5}; reveal (h mod 2) establish P (h=3)?
No
Command h:∈ {1, 5} does not establish P (h=3), which is the second conjunct of Ψ . Given the source code, it is obvious that h cannot be 3 finally.
(iii) Does h:∈ {2, 3}; reveal (h mod 2) establish P (h=3)?
No
Command h:∈ {1, 5} does not establish odd h, which is the first conjunct
of Ψ . One possible outcome is that 0 is revealed, which precludes h’s being
finally 3.
(iv) Does (h:= 1 u h:= 3); reveal (h mod 2) establish P (h=3)?
No
The left-hand command h:= 1 –a demonic possibility which we must take
into account– establishes the first conjunct of Ψ but not the second. Because
the nondeterminism is visible (unlike Case (i)), if the left branch is taken
–and it might be– then from the source code we know that h cannot be 3.
Note especially the difference between (i) and (iv). In the former, the nondeterminism occurs within an atomic command, and is therefore hidden; but, in
the latter, it occurs between atomic commands, and is therefore observable.

4
4.1

The Algebra of Ignorance
Assertions: the historical motivation

The Hoare-logic method of program correctness involves “hybrid” formulae (the
triples) that are built from two formal languages: the programming language,
and the assertion language. Thus {φ}prog{ψ} in its partial correctness interpretation holds just when every terminating execution of prog from an initial state
satisfying φ is guaranteed to deliver a final state satisfying ψ.
The command assert φ is typically defined to act as skip in states satisfying
φ and to “abort” (or give some error message) otherwise [33, 21]. Assuming that
“abort” is refined by anything, we can see that the classical program-algebraic
inequality
assert φ; prog v prog; assert ψ

X
×

×

×

has the same meaning as {φ}prog{ψ} does. It encodes the Hoare-triple entirely
within the programming language and its in-built notion of refinement, thus
within the program algebra: if φ does not hold in the initial state, then the refinement goes through because the entire left side aborts; if φ does hold, then the
refinement goes though only if the right-hand side does not abort by delivering
some final state of prog for which the subsequent assert ψ aborts.
4.2

Revelations: the modern analogue of assertions for security

By analogy with Sec. 3.2 we can express ignorance-logical properties of program
fragments entirely within the programming language by using a special-purpose
command encoding the ignorance formulae. There are two main idioms.
In the first we have
assert φ; prog

v

reveal E; prog ,

(5)

where of course refinement is now understood in the sense of Def. 2, that is
non-classically because it preserves ignorance as well as functional properties. If
φ does not hold in the initial state, then the refinement goes through; otherwise,
it goes through only if prog reveals the initial value of E “anyway” (so that the
explicit reveal E on the right “does no further damage.”) Thus (5) expresses
“If φ holds initially, then prog reveals the initial value of E.”
In the second we have
assert φ; prog

v

prog; reveal E ,

expressing “If φ holds initially, then prog reveals the final value of E.”
Here are some examples, in which our variables take numeric values. We have
the refinement
assert v6=0; v:= v×h

v

reveal h; v:= v×h

because h’s initial value can be deduced by dividing v’s final value by its initial
value, provided that initial value was not zero. The refinement does not go
through without the assertion, since in the v-initially-zero case we cannot deduce
h’s value. For final values we have
assert v=0; h:= v×h

v

h:= v×h; reveal h

because when v is zero we can see that h’s final value must be zero too, although
in that case h:= v×h still tells us nothing about h’s initial value. The refinement
does not go through without the assertion, since in the v-initially-nonzero case
we cannot deduce h’s final value without knowing what its initial value was.
Further idioms are possible, for example with revelations on both sides.
4.3

A calculus of revelations 7

We now set out some of the program-algebra associated with revelations; much
use of the identities will be made later.
7

This is the title of the presentation on which the current paper is based [24].

Replacing one revelation by another Provided that truth of φ implies the
equality F = f (E) for some function f depending (optionally) on other visible
variables, we have
v

assert φ; reveal E

reveal F .

(6)

These are some examples:
assert h=0; skip
reveal h
reveal h 1
assert h>0; reveal h 1

v
v
6
v
v

reveal
reveal
reveal
reveal

h
h 1
h
h

Here f is the constant function 0.
. . . that is h−1 max 0.
Initial values 0,1 not distinguished.
If h>0 then ( 1) is injective.

Combining revelations In all cases we have
reveal E; reveal F

=

reveal (E, F ) .

(7)

Here is an example over Booleans and exclusive-or:
reveal x ⊕ y; reveal y ⊕ z
= reveal (x ⊕ y, y ⊕ z)
= reveal (x ⊕ y, x ⊕ z)
= reveal x ⊕ y; reveal x ⊕ z .

“Write ⊕ for exclusive-or”
“(7)”
“(6) in both directions”
“(7) in both directions”

Equivalence with assignment to local visible In all cases we have
reveal E

=

|[ vis v · v:= E ]| ,

(8)

highlighting the fact that scope (local vs. global) and visibility (vis vs. hid) are
orthogonal: in spite of the fact that v is temporary, ultimately “popped from
the stack and discarded,” assigning to it while it is there does reveal the value
assigned.
An example of this is given in the next section.
4.4

Example: specifications and the encryption lemma

For Booleans, or isomorphically {0, 1}-valued variables x, y we write x⊕y:= E
to abbreviate the specification statement x, y:[x⊕y = E] in the style of the Refinement Calculus [21, 3, 1], thus a command that sets x, y nondeterministically
to make their exclusive-or equal to E. We define the command to be atomic, so
that [[x⊕y:= E]] = hx, y:[x⊕y = E]i.
A common pattern for this is |[ vis v; hid h0 · v⊕h0 := h ]| in the context
of a declaration hid h. It is functionally equivalent to skip because it assigns
only to local variables; we show it is Shadow-equivalent to skip also, i.e. that its
effect of assigning to visible v reveals nothing about h. We have

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

|[ vis v; hid h0 · v⊕h0 := h ]|
|[ vis v; hid h0 · hv, h0 :[v⊕h0 = h]i ]|
“defined above”
|[ vis v; hid h0 · hv:∈ {0, 1}; h0 := h⊕vi ]|
“standard equality” ?
|[ vis v; hid h0 · hv:∈ {0, 1}i; hh0 := h⊕vi ]|
“Lem. 1”
|[ vis v; hid h0 · v:∈ {0, 1}; h0 := h⊕v ]|
“Fig. 1”
|[ vis v · v:∈ {0, 1}; |[ hid h0 · h0 := h⊕v ]|]|
“move scopes”
|[ vis v · v:∈ {0, 1}]|
“assignment to local hidden is skip”
skip .
“assignment of visibles to local visible is skip”
But at ? we could have written instead

= |[ vis v; hid h0 · hh0 :∈ {0, 1}; v:= h0 ⊕hi ]|
“standard equality”
= |[ hid h0 · h0 :∈ {0, 1}; |[ vis v · v:= h0 ⊕h ]|]| “Lem. 1; Fig. 1; move scopes” †
= |[ hid h0 · h0 :∈ {0, 1}; reveal h0 ⊕h ]| ,
“(8)” ‡
with both †, ‡ being interesting formulations often used in protocols: they too
are therefore equal to skip. Each sets a hidden local Boolean h0 randomly and
publishes its exclusive-or with some global hidden h; the reasoning above shows
rigorously (and formally) that no information about h is released by doing that.
We call that The Encryption Lemma and make much use of it below.

5

The two cryptographers 8

Two cryptographers are about to choose from the trolley, but there are only
two desserts there: a lavish cream cake, and a small biscuit. To avoid a series
of insincere “after-you” exchanges, they engage in this simple protocol: a single
coin is flipped privately between them; each secretly writes his dessert choice on
his own napkin if the coin shows heads, or the opposite choice if it shows tails;
then they hand their folded-over napkins to the waiter.
If the waiter tells them their napkin-choices differ, they can safely take the
two desserts and select their actual preferences once the waiter has gone away;
otherwise, to avoid embarrassment, they will forego dessert altogether.
The protocol ensures that neither cryptographer knows the other’s choice
before he makes his own choice; and, whatever happens, the waiter does not find
out which of them greedily chose the cream cake. 9
Here is a Shadow-analysis of the protocol. Let the two cryptographers be
A and B with Boolean variables a, b recording whether each wants the cream
cake respectively. Boolean c is the shared coin. We do not model the waiter
8

9

While based on Chaum’s Dining Cryptographers [6], the story for this tiny example
has been especially invented to illustrate piecewise construction of a protocol that
ultimately will be quite complex. This is the smallest portion, the first step.
The original story ends differently. Without a protocol, the two diners do engage in
“after-you” protestations, each believing that the first choice will out of politeness
have to be the small cracker; eventually however one diner just chooses the cake.
Outraged, the other protests “If I had chosen first, I’d have taken the cracker!”
“Well,” replies the first, “That’s exactly what you’ve got.”

explicitly, because his function of ensuring “oblivious choices” is outside our
terms of reference: we do not address the issue of possible protocol violations.
The specification of the protocol is just
hid a, b: Bool ·
reveal a≡b ,
where the declarations of the hidden a, b are global: we assume them in subsequent manipulations of this example.
The specification says clearly that whether a and b agree is to be revealed but
nothing else, and in fact it is hard to think of a clearer way of saying this. And
although revealing a≡b reveals a’s value to B by implication (and vice versa),
this does not need any special treatment: it cannot be avoided, and so there is
no need to mention it. 10 Thus “but nothing else” above, an informal phrase,
carries the sense of “unless unavoidable.”
With the declarations as given, both a, b hidden, the observer is “the public”
who thus cannot observe either one directly. The implementation under those
same declarations, that is the protocol above, is derived algebraically as follows:
reveal a≡b
= skip;
reveal a≡b

“classical reasoning”

= |[ hid c: Bool ·
c:∈ Bool;
reveal a≡c
]|;
reveal a≡b

“Encryption Lemma, Sec. 4.4,
and that (reveal a≡b) = (reveal a⊕b) by (6)”

= |[ hid c: Bool ·
c:∈ Bool;
reveal a≡c;
reveal a≡b
]|

“adjust scopes”

= |[ hid c: Bool ·
c:∈ Bool;
reveal a≡c;
reveal b≡c
]| .

“Reveal Calculus, example following (7):
(a≡c, a≡b) determines (a≡c, b≡c)
and vice versa”

10

We formalise this observation by observing that with the altered declarations
hid a; vis b, that is B’s point of view, we have the equality (reveal a≡b) =
(reveal a≡b; reveal a) from (6) and b’s being visible.

Note (and recall from the introduction) that our strong assumptions for the
adversary mean that it is sound to model this distributed protocol with a single
sequential program: adversaries’ access to the individual threads is modelled by
the assumption of perfect recall.
In App. B we illustrate some conventions for abbreviating the presentation
of derivations like the one above.

The three cryptographers 11

6

Three cryptographers have just had lunch, and ask for the bill. The waiter says
that the bill has already been paid; and the cryptographers want to determine
whether one of them paid it or whether it was paid by the NSA. In the case that
one of them paid, none of the other cryptographers nor anyone else is to be able
to determine which one it was. They proceed as follows.
They are sitting at a round table, 12 and each of the three adjacent pairs flips
a coin between them that only that pair can see; thus each cryptographer can
see two coins, because he is a member of two such pairs.
Each cryptographer then announces whether he paid; but if the two coins
he sees show different faces, he lies. If an odd number of cryptographers claim
to have paid, then indeed one did, but no-one (except him) knows who it was;
otherwise the lunch was paid for by the NSA.

6.1

Helping three cryptographers by considering one at a time

Rather than give a direct derivation in the style of Sec. 5, we build this protocol
up from smaller components. We imagine a single cryptographer X with Boolean
x who has access to two coins l, r on his left and right. The left one is already
flipped; the right one he must flip himself; and then he reveals the exclusive-or
of all three values. That amounts to the fragment
var l, r: Bool; hid x: Bool ·

r:∈ Bool;
Protocol X
reveal l ⊕ x ⊕ r ,
in which for the moment we are not giving the visibility type of l, r.
11
12

Three diners is Chaum’s example exactly.
This Arthurian concept is one of Formal Methods’ great contributions to computing.

Now if we instantiate the X-fragment to A and B in turn, and introduce a
hidden “middle” coin m: Bool, with both fragments we can get
var l, r: Bool; hid a, b: Bool ·
|[ hid m: Bool;
m:∈ Bool;
reveal l ⊕ a ⊕ m;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ b ⊕ r
]| ,


First instance of X
(9)

Second instance of X

and this –by similar reasoning to Sec. 5’s– can be shown 13 to implement the
specification
var l, r: Bool; hid a, b: Bool ·
r:∈ Bool;
reveal l ⊕ (a ⊕ b) ⊕ r .

(10)

Again only a ⊕ b is revealed, and nothing about a or b individually. But the point
of doing it in this way is that it suggests how the protocol can be extended to
any number of participants. So far we have dealt with two out of three.
For the third cryptographer (or final, when there are more than three in
total) we must use a slightly different approach. It is no more complex, but must
be “backwards” since he cannot assume that some coin is already flipped: the
process must begin somewhere; and the two “extremal” coins must be hidden.
Thus Cryptographer C executes
|[ hid l, r: Bool ·
l:∈ Bool;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal l ⊕ (a ⊕ b) ⊕ r
reveal l ⊕ c ⊕ r
]| ,



specification from (10) above
implemented by (9) above

(11)

in which we have embedded the specification of the A, B protocol as the middle
two commands. That is, Cryptographer C flips a coin l and says to A, B “now
execute your protocol,” finally making his own revelation using the coin l he
flipped himself (now some time ago) and the “output” coin r provided by the
A, B protocol he arranged to have executed. This is the right thing to do, because
in two easy steps from the above we can reason
13

Think of A’s secret in Sec. 5 being l ⊕ a and B’s secret being b ⊕ r, and re-instantiate
the derivation on that basis, replacing ≡ by ⊕.

(11)

=

|[ hid l, r: Bool ·
l:∈ Bool;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal l ⊕ (a ⊕ b) ⊕ r
]|;
reveal a ⊕ b ⊕ c

= reveal a ⊕ b ⊕ c ,

“Revelation Calculus; adjust scopes”

“Encryption Lemma for l, r together”

which is our specification for the Three Cryptographers.
To finish the three cryptographers’ protocol we now simply replace the specification of A, B’s sub-protocol by its implementation, which was given earlier.
Because the monotonicity property of refinement, actually equality in this case,
we do not need to do any further checking. The immediate result, thus obtained
“for free” from (10) v (9), is
hid a, b, c: Bool ·
reveal a ⊕ b ⊕ c
= |[ hid l, m, r: Bool ·
l:∈ Bool;
m:∈ Bool;
reveal l ⊕ a ⊕ m;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ b ⊕ r;
reveal l ⊕ c ⊕ r
]| .

“replace A, B specification above
by its implementation from earlier”

In Sec. 8 we will do the same step-by-step construction within a loop, thus
dealing with arbitrarily many cryptographers.
6.2

On expressiveness and “caveats”

An informal specification of the Three Cryptographers might state that whether
the NSA paid is to be learned without at the same time learning whether any
particular cryptographer paid. Except of course that cryptographer himself, who
knows it anyway. . . Similarly, as we saw, it is unavoidable that each of the Two
Cryptographers learns what the other chose, given that he knows his own choice
and comes to know whether the other’s differs.
Thus if the first sentence above were formalised, as a logical assertion to be
met by the implemented code, it would be too strong. The caveat (A) is that
when we write (somehow) “for all i, j: 1..3 cryptographeri does not know whether
cryptographerj paid,” we must add (when we remember) “provided i 6= j.”
Similarly there is an implicit assumption that at most one cryptographer
paid (where “implicit” means “probably we forgot to mention that the first time
around”). If two cryptographers paid (B), then the outcome will be “NSA paid”

when in fact it did not: two of the three cryptographers did. So another caveat
is added: “Assuming that at most one cryptographer paid. . . ”
In fact neither of these two problems bother us if we use refinement. In both
cases (A,B) it is obvious from the specification reveal a ⊕ b ⊕ c what behaviour
we should expect in all situations, no matter how bizarre, and we do not have
to add extra “caveat” clauses to some assertion in order to accommodate them.
More importantly, we do not have to worry about whether we have added enough
caveat clauses. the Obvlivious Transfer Protocol [27, 10, 28], specified a:= bi and
in which A reads into a his choice indexed i: {1, 2} of one of two messages b1,2 that
B holds, without A’s learning anything about the message he did not choose and
without B’s learning anything about the index i of the choice A made. Except
that in the case m1 =m2 we must accept (C) that A does learn about the message
he did not choose, because it is equal to the one he did choose. . .
Again, from the specification a:= bi it is obvious what happens in (C), and
we do not have to introduce caveats to accommodate it. (We gave a rigorous
derivation of the Oblivious Transfer Protocol in our earlier report [25].)
6.3

On points of view

In the derivation of Sec. 6.1 all three variables a, b, c are declared hidden, and so
our conclusions apply only to adversaries for whom they actually are all-three
hidden: the general public. To show that as well that no cryptographer learns
the thoughts of another, say that C does not learn about whether A or B paid
(unless of course C did pay, in which case he knows that A and B did not. . .
another caveat we can ignore), we would vary the declarations hid a, b; vis c and
do the derivation under those conditions.
In general, sometimes the same derivation steps go through for all viewpoints;
but sometimes they do not, and then we must choose different intermediate refinement steps depending on “who’s looking.” When that happens, it’s equivalent
to a case analysis and can fairly be considered a disadvantage: thus we try to
find derivations that go through for all viewpoints in the same way.

7

Loops and fixed-points

As an example of how loops are treated, the code of (1) in Sec. 1, slightly
modified, is shown to satisfy a simple specification: we will prove the equality
hid h: N ·
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
= while h>1 do
h:= h − 2
end .

That is, not only does the loop change the value of h (in an obvious way), but
the repeated conditional tests reveal all but the low bit of h’s original value.
This leaking occurs because it is a refinement (an equality) to unfold a loop,
which produces an if command, and we have already seen how refinement causes
leakage in the conditionals of if ’s.
Terminating loops are the unique fixed-points of their associated program
functionals, and so to prove equality between a loop and some specification it is
enough to show the specification satisfies the loop’s functional. In the example
above, that means we show
hid h: N ·
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
= if h>1 then
h:= h − 2;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
fi ,
for which the techniques we have already will suffice.
We start with the right-hand side, since it has more structure (thus suggesting
appropriate moves), and the left-hand side is a smaller target:
if h>1 then
h:= h − 2;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
fi
= if h>1 then
assert h>1;
h:= h−2;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
fi
= if h>1 then
assert h>1;
reveal (h−2) ÷ 2;
h:= h−2;
h:= h mod 2
fi

“add assertion”

“commute commands”

= if h>1 then
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
fi
= if h>1 then
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
else
assert 0≤h≤1;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
fi

“Revelation calculus; classical reasoning; remove assertion”

“Add assertion; Revelation Calculus; classical reasoning”

= if h>1 then skip else skip fi;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2

“Remove assertion; classical reasoning”

= reveal h>1;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2

“Revelation calculus”

= reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2 ,

“Revelation calculus”

and we are done.
An abbreviated derivation is given in App. C.

8

The thousand-and-one cryptographers 14

With the tools introduced in earlier sections, we can now derive a looping program that implements the Dining Cryptographers’ specification for as many participants as we like. Let the cryptographers be numbered 0..N inclusive (thus
N +1 of them) and let their did-pay states be recorded as indexed Boolean variables a[0..N ]: Bool. Our specification is then
vis N : N; hid a[0..N ]: Bool ·
reveal (⊕n: N | 0≤n≤N · a[n]) ,
Having learned in Sec. 6.1 that the last cryptographer is treated specially,
we make that special treatment our first development step, reasoning
14

This is in the Arabian sense: “as many as you like.”

=

|[ hid l, r: Bool ·
reveal l ⊕ (⊕n: N | 0≤n<N · a[n]) ⊕ r;
reveal l ⊕ a[N ] ⊕ r
]| ,

“As in Sec. 6.1”

intending to implement the right-barred portion (i.e. having a “|” at right) as a
loop.
For that loop, we refer again to Sec. 6.1, which suggests using a loop body
built on the fragment
r:∈ Bool;
reveal l ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
n:= n+1 ,
and it turns out that a repeat-until works better in this instance. With that in
mind we propose as the next step for the right-barred portion, above, the code
=

|[ vis n: N; hid m ·
m, n:= l, 0;
repeat
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, n+1
until n=N
]| ,

where we have had to introduce a temporary variable m to avoid over-writing
the initially flipped l that will be needed at the end by Cryptographer N . In
order to establish this equality, we use the techniques of Sec. 7 to show that the
right-barred repeat-until is equal to this straight-line fragment:
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
m, n:= r, N
For the loop (and its functional) as given, that means we must work towards the
program fragment immediately above from this fragment below:
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, n+1;
if n<N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
fi .

vis N : N; hid a[0..N ]: Bool ·
reveal (⊕n: N | 0≤n≤N · a[n])
=

|[ vis n: N; hid l, m, r: Bool ·
l:∈ Bool;
m, n:= l, 0;
repeat
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, n+1
until n=N ;
reveal l ⊕ a[N ] ⊕ r
]|

“Reasoning in this section”

Fig. 3. Specification and implementation for the thousand-and-one cryptographers.

Since this derivation is “more of the same” material that we have illustrated in
earlier sections, we put it in App. D.
As we remarked in Sec. 6.1, monotonicity of refinement (equivalently, the
congruence of our program operators) means that no further reasoning is necessary when we pull the pieces of this section together. That gives the overall
equality shown in Fig. 3.

9

Advantages; disadvantages; comparisons; conclusions

Provable program refinement is the established scientific technique relating specifications to software code; it is hard to achieve, but brings with it a recognised
quality to the workmanship of the code it produces. “Provable security refinement” –or something very like– is the technique we propose here with similar
implications to quality.
Our proposed mathematical model for secure refinement has has been inspired by a number of other works; our contribution has been to select and fuse
several well-known techniques to produce a reasoning tool that can be applied
at the source level, and our focus on reasoning at the level of source code is
the most obvious feature setting us apart from other researchers. Earlier work
setting out the theory [23, 24] outlined in more detail how this approach relates
to other techniques. In summary it shares many similarities with the Logic of
Knowledge [14] but is less general. The semantic technique is based on a version
of noninterference which distinguishes “high-security” variables from “low security”, and similar techniques have been suggested by Leino [18] and Sabelfeld
[30].
However our overriding motivation is to be able to prove security properties
about program code relative to specific assumptions about the operating context.

But code –even without security implications– is hard to understand; with security in the mix it can rise to a higher order of impenetrability, and finding security
flaws in such code is an unending task. In 1988 Goldwasser, Micali and Rivest
[13] were the first to introduce the idea of “provable security”; it was highly innovative for its time but set the foundations to place security on a scientific footing,
and has led to many theoretical results about cryptographic protocols and their
relationship to their underlying cryptographic primitives. Although we do not
claim a technique as general or widely applicable as Goldwasser and Micali’s
work, we do claim a source level method following its fundamental principals
which is applicable to some security properties. Here our attacker –a feature of
their work– is the programmer who might (maliciously or not) attempt to use
a program in a context for which it was not designed; secure refinement means
exactly that the implemented code has the same (or better) security properties
as the specification. The crucial advantage of this is that the specification suffers exactly the same security flaws as the implementation, whatever they might
be, and is exposed to the same attacks. Specifications by tradition only state
the designer’s ideal requirements and avoid the issues of implementation, and
–as with traditional functional properties– it is only at the abstract level that
designers have any chance of understanding their designs: this is where security
issues should be considered.
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A

Proof of Lem. 1 from Sec. 2.3

We take two standard programs r{1,2} and compare the two forms of sequential
composition. First, with overall atomicity we have
hr1 ; r2 i.v.h.H 3 (v 0 , h0 , H 0 )
iff

(r1 ; r2 ).v.h 3 (v 0 , h0 )
and H 0 = {h00 : H, h0 : H | (r1 ; r2 ).v.h00 3 (v 0 , h0 ) · h0 }

iff

“Def. 1”

“forward relational
 composition”

∃v [ : V, h[ : H | r1 .v.h 3 (v [ , h[ ) ∧ r2 .v [ .h[ 3 (v 0 , h0 )

and H 0 = {h00 : H, h0 : H, v ] : V, h] : H
| r1 .v.h00 3 (v ] , h] ) ∧ r2 .v ] .h] 3 (v 0 , h0 )
· h0 }
On the other hand, with piecewise atomicity we have
(hr1 i; hr2 i).v.h.H 3 (v 0 , h0 , H 0 )
iff

“forward relational composition”

(∃v \ : V, h\ : H, H \ : PH |
hr1 i.v.h.H 3 (v \ , h\ , H \ ) ∧ hr2 i.v \ .h\ .H \ 3 (v 0 , h0 , H 0 ))
iff

“Def. 1”

(∃v \ : V, h\ : H, H \ : PH |
r1 .v.h 3 (v \ , h\ )
∧ H \ = {h+ : H, h− : H | r1 .v.h− 3 (v \ , h+ ) · h+ }
∧ r2 .v \ .h\ 3 (v 0 , h0 )
∧ H 0 = {h+ : H, h− : H \ | r2 .v \ .h− 3 (v 0 , h+ ) · h+ } )
“propositional calculus; eliminate H \ ”

iff
\

\

(∃v : V, h : H |
r1 .v.h 3 (v \ , h\ ) ∧ r2 .v \ .h\ 3 (v 0 , h0 )
∧ H 0 = {h+ : H, h− : {h+ : H, h− : H | r1 .v.h− 3 (v \ , h+ ) · h+ }
| r2 .v \ .h− 3 (v 0 , h+ )
· h+ }
iff

“rename bound variables”

(∃v \ : V, h\ : H |
r1 .v.h 3 (v \ , h\ ) ∧ r2 .v \ .h\ 3 (v 0 , h0 )
∧ H 0 = {h+ : H, h− : {h± : H, h∓ : H | r1 .v.h∓ 3 (v \ , h± ) · h± }
| r2 .v \ .h− 3 (v 0 , h+ )
· h+ }
iff

)

)

“collapse comprehensions”

(∃v \ : V, h\ : H |
r1 .v.h 3 (v \ , h\ ) ∧ r2 .v \ .h\ 3 (v 0 , h0 )
∧ H 0 = {h+ : H, h± : H, h∓ : H
| r1 .v.h∓ 3 (v \ , h± ) ∧ r2 .v \ .h± 3 (v 0 , h+ )
· h+ }
iff

)

“rename bound variables”

(∃v [ : V, h[ : H |
r1 .v.h 3 (v [ , h[ ) ∧ r2 .v [ .h[ 3 (v 0 , h0 )
∧ H 0 = {h00 : H, h0 : H, h] : H
| r1 .v.h00 3 (v [ , h] ) ∧ r2 .v [ .h] 3 (v 0 , h0 )
· h0 }

)

which is pretty close to the first case. The difference is in the scoping of the ∃
because in the first case v [ and v ] are independent whereas in the second case
they are both v [ .
To bring them together we make the assumption that the intermediate v [ is
determined by the extremal v’s alone — i.e. that we have

⇒ v [ = D.v.v 0
∃h, h[ , h0 : H | r1 .v.h 3 (v [ , h[ ) ∧ r2 .v [ .h[ 3 (v 0 , h0 )
for some fixed function D (for “determined”). That enables us to take the first
case further, as follows:
iff

“introduce
D”


∃h[ : H | r1 .v.h 3 (D.v.v 0 , h[ ) ∧ r2 .(D.v.v 0 ).h[ 3 (v 0 , h0 )

and H 0 = {h00 : H, h0 : H, h] : H
| r1 .v.h00 3 (D.v.v 0 , h] ) ∧ r2 .(D.v.v 0 ).h] 3 (v 0 , h0 )
· h0 }
And for the second case we can continue
iff

“introduce D”

(∃h[ : H |
r1 .v.h 3 (D.v.v 0 , h[ ) ∧ r2 .(D.v.v 0 ).h[ 3 (v 0 , h0 )
∧ H 0 = {h00 : H, h0 : H, h] : H
| r1 .v.h00 3 (D.v.v 0 , h] ) ∧ r2 .(D.v.v 0 ).h] 3 (v 0 , h0 )
· h0 }

)

which is equivalent to the first because h[ is not free in the second conjunct.
That completes the proof of Lem. 1.

B

Abbreviated/annotated derivations

It’s helpful to use annotation bars to highlight the portions of code that change.
Bars on the right select lines that will change between this step and the next;
bars on the left select lines that did change from the last step to this one. Here
is an annotated version of the Two Cryptographers’ derivation of Sec. 5:

reveal a ≡ b
=

skip;
reveal a ≡ b

=

|[ hid c: Bool ·
c:∈ Bool;
reveal a ≡ c
]|;
reveal a ≡ b

“Encryption Lemma, Sec. 4.4”

=

|[ hid c: Bool ·
c:∈ Bool;
reveal a ≡ c;
reveal a ≡ b
]|

“adjust scopes”

=

|[ hid c: Bool ·
c:∈ Bool;
reveal a ≡ c;
reveal b ≡ c
]| .

“Reveal Calculus, example following (7):
(a ≡ c, a ≡ b) determines (a ≡ c, b ≡ c)
and vice versa”

“classical reasoning”

Further compression is possible when we note that in derivations of large
programs there will be many small steps, and consequently much “dormant”
text that does not change from one step to the next. In that case we simply omit
the lines that have no bar of either kind. Here is the above Two Cryptographers’
derivation with the dormant text removed:
reveal a ≡ b
=

skip;
reveal a ≡ b

=

|[ hid c: Bool ·
c:∈ Bool;
reveal a ≡ c
]|;
reveal a ≡ b

“Encryption Lemma, Sec. 4.4”

=

reveal a ≡ c;
reveal a ≡ b

“adjust scopes”

reveal a ≡ c;
reveal b ≡ c

“Reveal Calculus, example following (7):
(a ≡ c, a ≡ b) determines (a ≡ c, b ≡ c)
and vice versa”

“classical reasoning”

]|
=

Finally, there may be points at which previously dormant lines must be reintroduced, either because they have “woken up” and are now to take part in a
step, or because they are needed in order to round off the whole derivation. For
that we use double bars on the left, as in this final step concluding the derivation
above:
=

|[ hid c: Bool ·
c:∈ Bool;
reveal a ≡ c;
reveal b ≡ c
]| .

C

Abbreviated derivation of loop from Sec. 7

“Restore surrounding context”

This is the abbreviated form of the derivation establishing
reveal h÷2; h:= h mod 2

v

while h>1 do h:= h−2 end

from Sec. 7. It begins with W.lhs, where W is the fixed-point functional for the
while-loop, and ends with just lhs.
if h>1 then
h:= h − 2;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
fi

“This is W.lhs”

=

assert h>1;
h:= h−2;
reveal h÷2;

“add assertion”

=

assert h>1;
reveal (h−2) ÷ 2;
h:= h−2;

=

reveal h÷2;

=

···
else
assert 0≤h≤1;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2
fi

“commute commands”

“Revelation calculus; classical reasoning; remove assertion”
“Add assertion; Revelation Calculus; classical reasoning”

=

if h>1 then skip else skip fi;
reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2

=

reveal h>1;
reveal h÷2;

“Revelation calculus”

=

reveal h÷2;
h:= h mod 2 ,

“Revelation calculus”

“Remove assertion; classical reasoning”

which is lhs again.

D

Derivation of the cryptographers’ repeat-until loop

A detail we suppressed in Sec. 8 is that the loop is intended to execute only when
0≤n<N , and that our postulated equality is unlikely to hold otherwise; thus we
will actually be proving a refinement here. Normally in program semantics one
is interested in least fixed-points, and the technique f.x v x ⇒ µ.f v x is not on
its own sufficient, since it (in a looping case) would prove that the specification
is a refinement of the loop, rather than the other way around. That is why the
well known technique of loop variants is necessary.
In our case, however, we are assuming our loop terminates, and so we can
exploit the equality of its least- and greatest fixed-points to use as our tool the
fact that x v f.x ⇒ x v ν.f ⇒ x v µ.f . That is what we prove below.
We express our reliance on 0≤n<N by adding an assertion to the specification, and proceed to show that the code immediately below is a refinement of
its left-barred portion:
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, n+1;
if n<N then
assert 0≤n<N ;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
fi
A

assert 0≤n<N ;
“Assertion more restrictive in this position”
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, n+1;
if n<N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
fi

=

“Make else explicit;
assert 0≤n<N ;
exploit initial assertion to introduce subsequent one”
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, n+1;
if n<N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
else
assert n=N
fi

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
“Use assertion to rationalise if-branches,
by adding trivial code to else”
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, n+1;
if n<N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
else
assert n=N ;
n:= N
// Has no effect since n=N already.
fi

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
“Remove increment of n, since it is overwritten anyway”
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;
if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n+1 ≤ i < N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
else
assert n+1 = N ;
n:= N
fi

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
“Move code into if-branches”
if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n+1 ≤ i < N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
else
assert n+1 = N ;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;
n:= N
fi

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
“Exploit assertion in else branch, then remove it”
if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n+1 ≤ i < N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
else
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m:= r;
n:= N
fi

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
“Move code out of if-branches”
if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n+1 ≤ i < N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
else
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
fi;
m, n:= r, N

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
“Introduce temporary hidden r0 ”
if n+1 < N then
|[ hid r0 : Bool ·
r0 :∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r0 ;
m:= r0 ;
]|;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n+1 ≤ i < N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
else
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
fi;
m, n:= r, N

=

“Reorder; standard reasoning”
assert 0≤n<N ;
if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;
|[ hid r0 : Bool ·
r0 :∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r0 ;
reveal r0 ⊕ (⊕i: N | n+1 ≤ i < N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m:= r0
]|
else
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
fi;
m, n:= r, N

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;
|[ hid r0 : Bool ·
r0 :∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r0 ;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m:= r0
]|
else
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
fi;
m, n:= r, N

“Revelation calculus”

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
“Eliminate superfluous assignment to m; reorder”
if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;
|[ hid r0 : Bool ·
r0 :∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r0
]|;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
else
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
fi;
m, n:= r, N

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
else
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
fi;
m, n:= r, N

=

assert 0≤n<N ;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r ;
m, n:= r, N
,

“Encryption Lemma”

“Collapse if”

and we are done. An abbreviated version of the above is given in App. E.
The equality in Fig. 3 (rather than refinement, which is what we have proved
here) is justified by both programs’ being deterministic and terminating: in that
case refinement reduces to equality. But even without that, refinement would
still be good enough.

E

Abbreviated version of App. D
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, n+1;
if n<N then
assert 0≤n<N ;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m, n:= r, N
fi

A

assert 0≤n<N ;
···
fi

=

else
assert n=N
fi

=

m, n:= r, n+1;
“Use assertion to rationalise if-branches,
by adding trivial code to else”
···
assert n=N ;
n:= N
// Has no effect since n=N already.

=

r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;
if n+1 < N then
···
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n+1 ≤ i < N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
···
assert n+1 = N ;
n:= N

=

r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;
···
assert n+1 = N ;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;

=

m, n:= r, N
“Exploit assertion in else branch,
then remove it”
···
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m:= r;
n:= N

=

r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r;
m:= r;
···
m, n:= r, N

“Assertion more restrictive in this position”

“Make else explicit;
exploit initial assertion to introduce subsequent one”

“Remove increment of n,
since it is overwritten
anyway”

“Move code into if-branches”

“Move code out of if-branches”

=

|[ hid r0 : Bool ·
r0 :∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r0 ;
m:= r0 ;
]|;
r:∈ Bool;

“Introduce temporary hidden r0 ”

=

“Reorder; standard reasoning”
r:∈ Bool;
···
reveal r0 ⊕ (⊕i: N | n+1 ≤ i < N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m:= r0
]|

=

r:∈ Bool;
···
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;
m:= r0
]|

=

r:∈ Bool;
|[ hid r0 : Bool ·
r0 :∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ a[n] ⊕ r0
]|;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r;

=

if n+1 < N then
r:∈ Bool;

“Revelation calculus”

“Eliminate superfluous
assignment to m;
reorder”

“Encryption Lemma”

reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
else
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r
fi;
=

assert 0≤n<N ;
r:∈ Bool;
reveal m ⊕ (⊕i: N | n≤i<N · a[i]) ⊕ r ;
m, n:= r, N
.

“Collapse if”

Although this is not easily browsed, by suppressing parts of the code that
are not altered it gives a better indication the amount of reasoning involved: it
is not very much.

